First test on three stitching methods with digital detectors used in radiography.
In medical radiography, a large area of the human body sometimes needs to be investigated by means of X-ray examinations, for example, the lower spine. With computed radiography (CR) cassettes, due to their large surface area, it is possible to make this type of investigation with a single exposure and use of a single cassette. With flat-panel digital detectors (DR detectors), due to their smaller size and their large cost, it is not possible to make the investigation with a single exposure, but multiple exposures are required according to the extent of the surface to be irradiated, with merging of two or more radiographic images. This operation is called "stitching" because several images are stitched together. We have tested three different modes of performing stitching examinations: linear, rotational and wide. Our purpose was to highlight the differences and issues, taking into account the quality of the images and the simplicity of use, with the goal of choosing the best technique. We evaluated the methods by three different parameters: the image quality, the ease of use (taking into account the time for performing an examination), and the simplicity of development. Each method has good qualities, but also its own problems: choosing the best technique is not easy, because each has advantages and disadvantages. Nowadays, rotational stitching is the most used because the quality of the images is very good and we are confident that the images have no parallax errors. However, this is not an easy system to develop because there are two different mechanical movements to be managed. For this reason, we are improving linear stitching, which is easier, but has a worse image quality. Wide stitching is the system closer to the CR system and has very good image quality, but the difficulty of developing a collimator that allows one to perform the technique presents a big hurdle. We conclude that, even though rotational stitching is complex and expensive, it is the best technique among those investigated.